
WHAT DOES THESIS AND ROADMAP

The thesis is the foundation of the paper and should act as a roadmap for your paper. It should not only be a guide for
the reader, but for the.

Teachers can fight teenage drug abuse by educating young people on its dangers and by being good role
models. It lacks specificity. How can you use the semicolon? Definition Thesis Statement for Biographical
Narrative The thesis statement contains the main idea that controls the content of the essay. Learning to play
many musical instruments when I was young helped me to become a more intelligent and well-rounded
person. This thesis statement requires the writer to explain how and why going to Cancun is a good choice for
visitors. You can mix and match the different columns. The semicolon makes the thesis statement stand out
for your reader. The thesis is the foundation of the paper and should act as a roadmap for your paper. This is
not a complete sentence. Example: I think that prolonged looking at violence is dangerous because watching
violence: causes people to be desensitized to real violence; makes some teens desire to imitate the violence, or
ignore the violence of others; and leaves the viewer wanting even more, and bloodier special effects in the
next film. Propose a Solution: Should parents worry about the violence in horror movies? Is my thesis
arguable? Definition: The phrase family values has different meanings for different political groups. No
subtopics are named in this thesis statement. They are restricted from further use. Purpose Statement
pre-writing : I plan to illustrate how guns in the home lead to trouble. When writing your thesis, think about
how you want to get your point across to the reader. You should aim to have your plan ready by the time you
start your final year - if not earlier. Sentence; transition, sentence Example: I agree with Stephen King that
horror movies are very popular; however, I disagree that watching them keeps people from doing violence.
Develop a Thesis Plan These specific objectives can now be turned into a plan that shows what you need to do
and when in order to achieve them. Combine 2 sentences and use a transition word which explains how the
two sentences are related.


